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To learn more about how AvaSci  
can reveal the truth about injuries,  

please contact us at: 

800.401.2168 
info@AvaSci.com

AvaSci LLC  PO Box 840  Sparta, NJ 07871 
AvaSci.com  
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A far  

better way 

to see  

an injury.

And the truth.

Every year, over
$200 billion is paid out 

in disability and workmen’s 
compensation claims.

And up to 50% of those costs 
are feigned or exaggerated.

But now AvaSci’s advanced, 
patented technology reveals the truth 

about injuries. This can help you 
contain your compensation costs 

in a whole new way.

AvaSci combines detailed biomechanical 
data from motion capture with our patented 
movement algorithms to provide accurate 
results. 

And the truth.

This means AvaSci can identify true injury 
from falsified or exaggerated injury, as well 
as determine employee capacity to perform 
demanding jobs, and monitor injury recovery. 

In short, because AvaSci’s breakthrough 
technology can reveal the truth about 
injuries, it completely changes the landscape 
in workmen’s compensation and disability 
claims. Which means you have a powerful tool 
for containing costs.
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A far better way to see an injury.
And the truth.



presents a major breakthrough 
in revealing the truth  

about injuries.

AvaSci’s advanced motion capture 
technology and statistical-based 

machine learning solutions deliver  
an entirely new level of precise  

injury measurement.

u AvaSci is a patented tool to distinguish  
joint movement patterns. 

u So AvaSci can reveal if a person is:

       √ Healthy  √ Really Injured   
   √ Feigning An Injury 
   √ Or Exaggerating Symptoms

u By knowing the truth about injuries, your  
organization can achieve meaningful savings

u AvaSci is the new, efficient, easy-to-use  
and affordable solution to help you  
to contain compensation costs 

    AvaSci’s solutions range from small por-
table motion capture systems to large motion 
capture labs for extensive study of movement 
patterns. 

    Our customized reporting engine can be 
configured to present all of the information 
needed for a complete analysis. So, whatever 
your needs are, AvaSci can configure a solution 
that will solve your problems and protect your 
budget. 
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“From a cost savings perspective, the 

AvaSci project is vitally important to 

Monmouth County, NJ, because its 

inclusion in the post offer, fitness for 

duty and injury evaluation processes 

provides the county with the potential of 

meaningful cost containment.”

William McGuane,  

Monmouth County, NJ 

Manager of  

Employee Benefits


